Quantifying Consciousness
Developing Methods to Show Consciousness is an Engineerable Force

Description
The nature of consciousness remains a mystery. Like electricity and gravity, scientists are quick to describe its
effects, though fall short when describing the cause or true nature. Dunedain is postulating that consciousness
is a force that can be quantified and engineered. Further, it is the fundamental force giving rise to all physical
forces: gravity, electromagnetism, nuclear strong & weak. Consciousness is the unifying force of nature - all
other forces are essentially fractals or harmonics of its fundamental.
Dunedain believes this force can be quantified and engineered. Beginning on an individual level, projects are
being designed to show how this force has an impact on the physical world. An individual’s thoughts, emotions
and intentions interact with and manipulate their experience and world view, and extends into others. There is a
cause and effect mechanism in place which can be directed much more than is currently understood.

Engineerable force - consciousness

Mind meets matter via energetic structures

Dunedain considers every atom a “white vortex” - the antithesis of black hole. Formless “thought” patterns and
intentions are driving all matter into manifestation; the etheric atomic energetic structure is the entry point for
consciousness.

Intended Use & Purpose
All things are vibrational, though the nature of vibration is misunderstood. Mechanical and electromagnetic
vibration are essentially longitudinal, 4-dimensional holograms. They are able to contain vast amounts of
information; the current carrier wave concept is a primitive step in uncovering the potential of the transmission of
data via vibration.
The transmission of consciousness can be thought of as formless extension of the transmitter/receiver
configuration used in electronics. Information, knowledge, and energy (or force), can be embedded into a
formless carrier signal. This signal can be received by various “antennas” or “receivers”. The receiver can be a
person, a plant, water - technically, anything. Dunedain would like to begin with experiments using water as the
receiver.
Short term intentions of this project are to begin to better understand the nature of consciousness - to explore
the power of this creative force on an individual level, establish a cause/effect relationship, and a level of
responsibility and accountability. The longer term goals are to help instill belief and direction, ensure this force of
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consciousness is pointed in a positive manner. This could apply to the individual and collective level. The
interconnectedness between the form and the formless implies a continuation, and a sense of true progression,
if the creative force of intent is pointed in a generative direction.

Status
Proposed experiments involve water: vibrational entrainment, mental imprints, energetic structure manipulation.
Methods of measurements include water “exclusion zone” voltage, micro-cymatics, wheatgrass and water
analysis.
Related projects in the realm of quantifying consciousness are “BCI Cymatics” and “BCI/AR”. These projects are
designed to exploit current BCI (brain computer interface) technology to develop alternative methods of
communication and collaboration.

Budget, Resources, Timeline
Vibration entrainment, resonance, holographic projection, water and micro-cymatics would be the starting points
for these intention related experiments. The understanding of atomic energetic structures could play a very
important role. A very specific shape, size and speed in the form of an energetic structure is the fundamental of
atomic manifestation. The ability to manipulate matter on this level has interesting implications.
Project

Scope

Resources

Estimate

Duration

Mind Over Matter

Energetic structures - manipulate water by
focusing on different energetic structures.
(Hydrogen and oxygen are double ovoid
shape)
Attempt to mimic properties of other
elements - results found in water.

Dunedain
Reid

$500,000

6 months

Water Talks

Mental impressions on water displayed via
ice crystals (Emoto) or cymatics (Reid).
Used for communication.

Dunedain
Reid
Yasuyuki Nemoto

$1,000,000

12 months

Water
Entrainment

Water “memory”, “wireless” transmission of
information between separated water
volumes. Resonance and direction.

Dunedain
Pollack

$500,000

6 months
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